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a b s t r a c t 

Existing handoff techniques connect a user to a nearby access point whenever it is available along the 

user’s moving path. If the path is not fully Wi-Fi covered, the user may suffer from frequent disconnec- 

tions. In this work, we propose a pre-scheduled handoff scheme, which determines a quality-aware path 

so a mobile user can move across an Urban Wi-Fi Mesh network with uninterrupted Internet access at 

a required data rate. This scheme has several novel techniques. Firstly, by concurrently considering the 

received signal strength at mobile users and the load of mesh routers (MRs), we design two path finding 

metrics, contact weight and handoff count , according to the coverage information. Secondly, to measure the 

path metric in a practical mesh network with irregular and dynamic MR coverage, we propose a light- 

weight Bloom-filter-based polling algorithm to discover the mobile stations (called STAs) covered in MR, 

and a Bloom-filter-based probabilistic algorithm to estimate the degree of coverage overlapping among 

MRs. Thirdly, based on the path metrics, our proposed scheme supports flexible rate requirements from 

mobile users through a fully distributed multi-service-class path finding algorithm. Our pre-scheduled 

scheme considers both mobility and connection requirement, so that the mobile user can continuously 

access the Internet with the expected data rate. To our best knowledge, this is the first work to ensure 

seamless Internet access with rate consideration by finding a Wi-Fi covered geographic path in a practical 

wireless mesh network. We have carried out extensive simulations, and the simulation results show that 

the pre-scheduled handoff scheme can provide appealing high data rate to mobile user with minimum 

handoff delay. 

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Wireless mesh networks (WMNs) have attracted significant at-

tentions in recent years as an avenue to provide cost-effective last-

mile network access and wireless Internet services to a large cov-

erage area with a low infrastructure cost [1–3] . Meanwhile, the

bloom of the advanced wireless applications drives the increasing

requirements on providing high performance continuous Internet

access for mobile users. 

In a WMN, a user could access the MRs through a local area

network such as 802.11 network, while MRs can communicate with

each other through the backbone links such as WiMAX. Similar to

wireless local area networks (WLANs), mobile devices in WMNs

may experience more frequent handoffs than those in cellular net-
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orks because of the shorter transmission range of mesh routers

MR), which makes the performance degradation (e.g., interrupted

onnection, packet loss and delay) a more serious problem. To

ddress problems associated with the handoff, many efforts have

een made to improve the handoff process. The solutions include

hortening the time of L 2 channel scanning [4–6] , optimizing Mo-

ile IP for a better L 3 handoff support [7–9] , improving multi-hop

outing to facilitate handoff [10–16] , and other methods from var-

ous aspects [17–26] . These studies generally attempt to increase

he Internet access in a best effort and opportunistic manner: pro-

iding a best connection whenever it is available along a given

ath. 

However, these opportunistic solutions can hardly provide the

obile users with continuous and high-performance Internet ac-

ess in WMNs because mobile users may suffer from frequent cov-

rage loss or low quality connection. Based on the experimental

tudies on vehicular access of existing WiFi networks in urban ar-

as, the authors in [27] observe that the median of the duration of

n AP connection is about 13 s, while the average inter-arrival time
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Fig. 1. A motivation example. 
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or ”associable” APs is about 75 s, which implies the long period

f disconnections. Several other experimental studies [28–30] also

emonstrate the connectivity intermittence is hardly avoidable in

urrent WiFi networks. 

To provide mobile users with a better WiFi-covered path for In-

ernet access, this paper studies a novel problem to guide a mo-

ile user to walk along a good Wi-Fi covered geographic path with

ell designed handoff strategy. Fig. 1 shows a motivation exam-

le of our work. Assume a city area is covered by a WMN with

everal MRs, and a user who is watching an online video show-

ng the stock changes or attending a critical teleconference wants

o move from the location MR 1 to MR 4 . If the mobile user moves

long the shortest geographic path without good Wi-Fi coverage,

e would be annoyed by the constant connection interruptions. Al-

ernatively, the mobile user may choose to move along the path

R 1 − > MR 2 − > MR 3 − > MR 4 which is fully covered by Wi-Fi and

rovides him with high quality and continuous video services. 

Obviously, solving the above problem requires the concurrent

onsideration of geographic path finding and handoff strategy. The

eographic path is formed with physical road segments that a hu-

an user could walk along. This is totally different from an WMN

outing whose goal is to search for a transmission path to deliver

ackets from the source to the destination without considering the

hysical road condition, the wireless coverage, and the stability of

he connection in the remaining communication time. The major

hallenge we consider in this paper is to ensure the users to have

he Internet access through the MRs on the road over local area

etworks, not the finding of backbone paths over wide-area links

etween MRs to transmit the aggregate traffic. 

To facilitate the finding of a Wi-Fi covered geographic path, we

rst define a coverage link by considering both the Wi-Fi coverage

nd the geographic reachability for the user, and then propose a

uality-aware pre-scheduled handoff scheme to determine a path

hat a mobile user can move across an Urban Wi-Fi Mesh network

ith uninterrupted Internet access at a required data rate with

igher probability. Similar to the path finding service provided by

he Google map, our scheme provides an option for a user that

eeds continuous Internet access and certain data rate to find a

eographic path that is well covered by the urban WMN. Our pre-

cheduled handoff scheme includes the following novel techniques.

First, we propose two novel metrics to facilitate the finding of

 road path for a mobile user, contact weight and handoff count ,

ccording to the coverage information about the WMNs. By taking

nto account both the possible signal strength and the load of an

R in the metric design, the proposed metrics intend to provide

n estimate on the quality of data service that a mobile user might

xperience when moving through the network. 
Second, to calculate the contact weight metric in practical

MNs, we first propose a light-weight Bloom-filter-based polling

lgorithm to discover the STAs covered by an MR, and then pro-

ose a Bloom-filter-based probabilistic algorithm to estimate the

egree of coverage overlapping among MRs to guide the move-

ent of mobile users. Our proposed contact weight can reflect the

trength of received signals and thus the data rate of the network

onnection. More importantly, our contact weight can be simply

stimated without assuming regular domain geometry and can

etter capture the coverage condition in a complex wireless en-

ironment. Our proposed scheme only needs simple Bloom-filter

essages to be exchanged among MRs. 

Third, to find the path that better meets the quality expectation

f a mobile user and to design the strategy of mobility scheduling,

e formulate the path finding problem as a link-constrained path

ptimization problem to select the path that minimizes the hand-

ff frequency while considering the required data rate. The mini-

ization of the number of handoffs also helps a user to find a path

ith shorter traveling distance under his performance constraints.

oreover, to provide users with flexible service support, we pro-

ose a distributed multi-service-class path finding algorithm. 

Finally, based on the knowledge of each next MR on the path,

e propose a cross-layer connection scheduling strategy, in which

oth the L 2 and L 3 handoffs are well pre-scheduled which largely

educes the handoff delay. 

We have carried out extensive simulations. The simulation re-

ults demonstrate that our pre-scheduled handoff scheme can pro-

ide appealing high data rate to mobile users with the low handoff

elay, which cannot be provided by any other existing work. 

It is worth pointing out that the proposed pre-scheduled hand-

ff scheme may be implemented on mobile terminals to sup-

lement the conventional opportunistic handoff scheme [4–6,22] .

hen moving in an area covered by a WMN, a user can choose

he handoff mode (pre-scheduled handoff or opportunistic hand- 

ff) based on the user’s application requirement. A user can choose

he pre-scheduled handoff to meet the requirements of critical ap-

lications and confirm the path when it is convenient. A mobile

erminal equipped with multi-mode handoff schemes is similar to

 vehicle equipped with powerful GPS terminal, where a driver

ould decide if he would follow the GPS guidance based on his

eed. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The related work

s presented in Section 2 . The system model and problem descrip-

ion is presented in Section 3 . The path finding metric is described

n Section 4 . The path finding algorithm, the mobility scheduling

trategy, and the connection scheduling strategy are described in

ection 6 . We evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme

hrough simulations in Section 7 . Finally, we conclude the work in

ection 9 . 

. Related work 

A complete handoff procedure in WMNs requires the mobility

upport from both L 2 and L 3 [22] . The L 2 handoff process in IEEE

02.11-based wireless networks can be divided into three steps:

canning, authentication, and reassociation [6] . In L 2 handoff, the

elay is mainly resulted from the scanning process which is pro-

ortional to the number of channels scanned, and occupies the

argest proportion of the entire L 2 handoff delay (more than 90%

31] ). Extensive studies have been conducted to reduce or elim-

nate the channel scanning delay during the WMN handoff pro-

esses [4–6] . 

The L 3 handoff process includes the IP address and routing path

pdates. As IEEE 802.11 WMNs do not provide sufficient mobility

nd handoff support, a number of attempts have been made to

nable the L handoff in WMNs. MIPv4 and MIPv6 are the main
3 
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Fig. 2. A two-tier WMN. 
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mobility solutions at the L 3 layer [7,8] . Although MIP-based hand-

off schemes have good performance in supporting mobility re-

lated traffic delivery in the wired backhaul networks, the perfor-

mance degrades in multi-hop WMNs. The authors in [9] propose

a mobile agent(MA)-based handoff architecture for WMN, assum-

ing each mobile user has an MA residing on his registered mesh

router to facilitate the handoff signaling process. Besides above MIP

and agent-based L 3 handoff approaches, several L 3 approaches are

proposed in WMNs to manage node address change [10,11] and

to modify the multi-hop routing protocol to facilitate the handoff

[12–16] . 

Our pre-scheduled handoff scheme includes a cross-layer

scheduling of L 2 and L 3 connection setup to reduce both hand-

off delays. In contrast to existing studies, in our scheme, a mobile

user is able to make the handoff decision in advance based on the

knowledge of each next MR on the path. Therefore, the STA only

needs to check one working channel of the next MR and the scan-

ning delay can be largely reduced. Moreover, with early L 2 handoff

event triggers, the handoff delay in L 3 can also largely decrease by

preparing the L 3 handoff in advance. 

There are many other handoff solutions in WMNs. The work

in [17] finds that the Rayleigh fading and teletraffic parameters

play significant roles in evaluating the handoff performance, based

on which researchers can study the interaction between physical

link layer parameters and higher layer protocol designs. Some re-

cent work in [23,24] predicts the next AP to connect with and

prepares for the handoff in advance to reduce the handoff de-

lay. The work in [18] studies the evolutions of WMN handoff ap-

proaches for public safety and disaster recovery networks. Yang et.

al in [19] propose a joint handoff and energy management solu-

tion for WMNs, in which two distributed handoff schemes are pro-

posed for WMNs with adaptive transmission power and rate. Ob-

serving the large handoff delay as a result of the queuing delay and

medium access delay at each MR due to the multi-hop transmis-

sions of signaling messages for handoff, the authors in [20,21] pro-

pose channel allocation and channel splitting strategies to reduce

the channel access delay. Previous solutions on handoff manage-

ment in infrastructure-based WMNs mainly assume there exist

a single gateway in WMNs. Some recent studies [22,32,33] con-

sider inter-gateway handoff and propose new architectures such as

IMex [22] to facilitate the inter-gateway handoff management. 

In summary, existing handoff solutions only consider the issue

of connection scheduling and attempt to maintain network con-

nections in an opportunistic manner: providing a best connection

whenever it is available along a given path. There is little consid-

eration on the throughput improvement and the reduction of net-

work disconnection as a result of terminal movement. 

In contrast, this paper studies a novel problem with the goal

of facilitating a mobile user to find a Wi-Fi covered geographic

path that provides seamless Internet access while at the same time

supporting a higher data rate. In addition, this paper concurrently

considers the geographic path finding and handoff and proposes

a pre-scheduled handoff scheme in which both the mobility and

the connection are well scheduled. To the best of our knowledge,

this is the first work that proposes a pro-active and pre-scheduled

handoff scheme to ensure higher-quality and seamless Internet ac-

cess. 

3. System model and problem description 

3.1. System model 

We consider a widely accepted architecture for urban WMNs,

which has two tiers as illustrated in Fig. 2 . The access tier con-

nects the client wireless devices (e.g., a wireless laptop in a home,

or handheld devices carried by a user on the move) to an MR. The
ackhaul tier interconnects the MRs to forward traffic to and from

he wireline Internet entry points or gateway MRs. Like imesh [34] ,

n this paper, we use OLSR (Optimized Link State Routing) as the

outing protocol for backhaul network to route the packets. The

erm ”path” is used in this paper to indicate the path a user moves

long, while the term ”route” indicates the set of MRs along which

ackets will be forwarded to reach the destination. 

Each MR is equipped with two types of radio, a radio such as

02.11 to serve as an access point for local area network transmis-

ions from mobile users, and a radio such as WiMAX which has a

arger capacity and range to relay the traffic in the backbone. Re-

ardless of the actual radio techniques used, access networks in a

eighborhood will use orthogonal channels to avoid interference. 

Each MR has a limited local coverage area, which is determined

y the transmission range and the environment, and can serve only

hose STAs that reside within its coverage area. A mobile user has

o perform handoff to associate with another MR to obtain Internet

ccess when it moves out of the coverage of its current MR and

nters the coverage area of another MR. 

In this work, any MR in the wireless network can serve as a

oordinator to facilitate its associated mobile users to find the op-

imal moving path. The MR informs a user the path found based

n which the mobility of the user and the connection with the

etwork can be pre-scheduled. A user can walk along the path

iven on the map towards his destination. If a user is willing to

hange the path, in case of the large rate change, he can be up-

ated with the information on the remaining path by an MR he

ssociates with on the road. 

.2. Problem description 

The problem of this paper: given the starting point and desti-

ation point and the required data rate, find out a Wi-Fi covered

ath with the minimum handoff frequency for the mobile user, so

hat it can obtain service-aware and seamless Internet access. 

The main function of a navigation system is to find a feasible

ath based on the map of the region of interest. In a general nav-

gation system, different map features are extracted to generate a

easible path and instructions about the surrounding to the user

uring the actual navigation process. To find a feasible Wi-Fi cov-

red path in this paper, all the map-related data for path finding

ould be obtained as done in the conventional navigation systems.

n order to take advantage of the proposed service to guide users

o move along the path, an MR and an STA can determine their

ositions through localization hardware such as GPS. 

In this paper, path, mobility and connection are well scheduled

or the mobile users to continuously obtain the required data rate.

o facilitate a user to seamlessly access the Internet with a rate

xpectation, this paper proposes an efficient fully distributed pre-

cheduled handoff scheme by answering the following three ques-

ions: 
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Fig. 3. The degree of coverage overlapping. 
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(1) How to define a path metric related to the quality of data

service a mobile user might experience? 

(2) How to design the mobility scheduling strategy and how can

an MR determine an optimal Wi-Fi covered path for the as-

sociated mobile user? 

(3) What connection scheduling strategies and handoff proce-

dures should be adopted to schedule the mobile user on the

path? 

In the following sections, we will describe the key techniques

n our pre-scheduled handoff scheme. 

. Path finding metric 

Our study focuses on the handoff scenario, where the major

oncern is the wireless coverage of the APs or MRs deployed. Our

oal is to find a Wi-Fi covered geographic road path for a moving

uman user to walk towards his destination with well designed

andoff strategy. Our problem is thus totally different from a con-

entional routing problem whose goal is to search for a route to

eliver packets along links between routers. 

We don’t consider backbone transmission links between

outers, but instead introduce a virtual link , called coverage link,

long with two metrics to reflect the quality of network access

hrough an MR at the local area. The coverage link is defined by

onsidering both the wireless coverage and the existence of the

oad path between two MRs. 

Although various routing metrics [35] are proposed in wireless

esh networks to present the quality of a link connecting two

outers, such as ETT, ETX [36] , WCETT [37] , MIC [38] , CCM [39] ,

ACU [40] , and CMetric [41] , they cannot be directly applied to

ur handoff problem. These metrics do not consider the physical

oad conditions. Also, the quality of the virtual link cannot be eas-

ly measured. 

.1. Coverage link 

efinition 1. A coverage link between two MRs ( MR a and MR b ) is

efined as the shortest feasible link that connects MR a and MR b 
nd satisfies the following two conditions. 

• Condition 1 From the coverage perspectives, MR a and MR b are

neighbors. An MR is called a neighbor of the reference MR if its

coverage overlaps with that of the latter’s. 

• Condition 2 From the geographic perspectives, a user can go

from MR a to MR b physically without obstacles on the road. Ac-

cording to the map-related information, we can easily identify

that whether there exists a geographic route or not. 

Therefore, a coverage link is defined by considering both the

i-Fi coverage and the physical reach-ability for a moving user. A

ser moving along a coverage link has a high probability of ac-

essing the Internet without communication interruption. In the

emaining of the paper, we simply call the coverage link as a link,

nd we mainly care about the performance along the coverage link.

s far as we know, this paper is the first that introduces the no-

ions of coverage neighbor and coverage link and takes them into

ccount in the handoff schedule design. 

Based on the coverage information, in this section, we introduce

wo performance metrics (Contact Weight and Handoff Count) to

ffectively capture the quality of data service that a mobile user

ight experience when moving through the network. 

.2. Contact weight 

The data rate a mobile user can obtain is based on the strength

f the received signal. Generally, according to the wireless channel
ading model, the signal strength decreases if the transmission dis-

ance increases. A mobile user that is far away from its associated

R and on the boundary of the coverage area will have a lower

ate. 

As shown in Fig. 3 , the degree of coverage overlapping of two

eighboring MRs ( MR a and MR b ) can reflect the strength of the re-

eived signal on the link (a − b) . If two adjacent MRs has a higher

egree of coverage overlapping, it implies either the distance be-

ween these two MRs is smaller or the transmission channel is

ood, and a mobile user moving along the link between these

wo MRs can associate with an MR with a better signal during

he handoff to receive a higher average data rate with a higher

robability. Although the channel condition of a link can vary over

ime, before a mobile is associated with a MR, there is no physi-

al wireless link to measure. Therefore, we only estimate the signal

trength based on the estimation of the coverage overlapping be-

ween two MRs. 

Besides the received signal strength, the load of MRs in WMNs

ay also contribute to the data rate a user experiences. Finding

 path only based on the signal strength without considering the

oad condition of MRs is not sufficient, as otherwise the MRs on

ome popular paths may get overloaded which would result in the

ate reduction of each user. 

Therefore, taking into account both the signal strength received

t mobile users and the load factor in WMNs, we propose a novel

etric contact weight which can be calculated as 

ontactW eigh t a −b = 

O v erlappin g a −b 

1 + max { ̂ L a a v g , ̂  L b a v g } 
(1) 

here O v erlappin g a −b denotes the degree of coverage overlapping 

f two neighboring MRs ( MR a and MR b ), ˆ L a a v g and 

ˆ L b a v g denote the

verage load of MR a and MR b , respectively. In Section 5.1 , we will

ntroduce our method to evaluate the degree of coverage overlap-

ing of two MRs. 

Obviously, a larger degree of coverage overlapping with a

maller load may make the STA experience higher data rate and

esult in the value of the ContactWeight to be larger. Therefore,

 path with a bigger ContactWeight may provide the mobile user

ith a better transmission rate. 

Before the handoff execution, the user associates with MR a , and

he load of MR a impacts the experience of the user. Similarly, the

oad of MR b impacts the user’s experience after the handoff execu-

ion. In our model, the Wi-Fi path for a mobile user should con-

ider the minimum data rate the user requires. As the minimum

ata rate achieved along a link depends on the highest load of MR a 
nd MR b , to reflect the user’s experience of Internet access along a

ink, this highest load is defined as the link load in Eq. (1) . In (1) ,

ote we add 1 in the denominator to avoid its being zero when no

oad is generated at either MR a or MR b . 

.3. Handoff count 

During handoff, a connection of the mobile user may experi-

nce a sudden decrease of throughput or even outage due to an

navoidable high handoff delay as a result of channel scanning,
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Fig. 4. MR coverage representation. 

Fig. 5. Coverage discovery problem. 
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authentication and re-association procedures. In addition, a hand-

off process may involve other message overhead to maintain the

connection between an MR and its STAs. To minimize the perfor-

mance degradation and message overhead, an optimal path selec-

tion scheme should minimize the handoff frequency on the path.

Extending the concept in [17] , we define the handoff count as the

number of handoff operations along the moving path of a mobile

user. As a handoff happens when a user changes its association

from one MR to another MR with the two forming a coverage link,

the handoff count of a path is equal to the number of links on the

path and also the hop count of the backbone meshed network. 

To better meet the user’s rate requirement, our algorithm will

look for a path with good Wi-Fi coverage and light load. We

will present our algorithm based on the proposed metrics, contact

weight and handoff count, in Section 6 . Our algorithm is also de-

signed to achieve low handoff frequency. 

5. Metric calculation 

According to (1) , given two adjacent MRs ( MR a and MR b ), to cal-

culate the contact weight of the link (a − b) , we should first evalu-

ate the degree of coverage overlapping of these two MRs, and then

the average load of MR a and MR b . In this section, we present our

method of calculating these required parameters. 

5.1. Calculating the degree of coverage overlapping 

In an urban WMNs, terrain, foliage, weather, obstacles, node

movement, and the presence of emitters of electromagnetic radi-

ation all affect the transmission range of MRs, so the coverage of

an MR follows an irregular geometric shape. We cannot design a

geometry-related solution to discover coverage information by as-

suming that the wireless coverage area is contiguous and with a

regular shape such as circular, sector, etc. Therefore, accurately dis-

covering an MR’s coverage and evaluating how much the coverage

is overlapped with that of a close-by MR are challenging. In this

paper, we use a trick to estimate the coverage of an MR. More pre-

cisely, we use the set of STAs covered by an MR to denote the MR’s

coverage. 

Let S a and S b be the STA sets covered by MR a and MR b . The

size of S a and S b are denoted as n a and n b respectively. The size of

S a ∪ S b is denoted as n a ∪ b . Therefore, the degree of coverage over-

lapping of this pair of MRs can be calculated and normalized as

follows. 

O v erlapping a −b = 

{
(n a + n b −n a ∪ b ) 

(n a + n b ) n a + n b � = 0 

0 otherwise 
(2)

where O v erlapping a −b is bounded between 0 and 1. Such a nor-

malization can provide a better estimate of the degree of coverage

overlapping, and avoid the bias when the number of STAs associ-

ated with an MR is too low or too high. 

To calculate the degree of coverage overlapping of two adjacent

MRs in practical WMNs, we need to address the following key is-

sues: 

1) How does an MR discover its coverage and transmit the cover-

age information to the MRs close-by? 

2) How does the MR quantitatively estimate the degree of cover-

age overlapping among MRs? 

In the following subsection, we propose two algorithms to ad-

dress these issues. 

5.1.1. Light-weight bloom filter based polling algorithm 
• Coverage Representation w  
In wireless networks, the bandwidth is limited, especially when

he network has a large number of users competing in channel ac-

ess. To reduce the signaling overhead, the coverage representation

hould be efficient. 

A Bloom filter [42] , which is known to be a space-efficient data

tructure, has a great potential for use in a distributed system to

hare information about available data. A Bloom filter uses an m -

ength string to represent a data set with a size of n . To represent

n element by a Bloom filter, the element is hashed by k func-

ions, and the corresponding bit from each hash is set to 1 in the

loom filter [42] . The source element cannot be discovered from

he Bloom filter and the privacy of the element is protected. There-

ore, we apply Bloom filter to represent the coverage information

nd exchange the simple Bloom filter strings among neighboring

Rs. In the example shown in Fig. 4 , the size of the STA set is

 = 7 , the number of hash functions is k = 2 , and the length of

he Bloom filter string is m = 32 . 

• Coverage Discovery 

Although an MR is aware of its associated set of STAs, it is hard

or the MR to find out the STAs that are also within its coverage

rea but are currently associated with other MRs and thus turn

heir radios to channels taken by their individual associated MRs.

ig. 5 illustrates the challenge of the coverage discovery problem.

s an example, MR A needs to discover the STA set comprising of

 1 , T 2 , T 3 , T 4 , T 5 , T 6 , T 7 . Although T 6 and T 7 are in the coverage of

R A , they are associated with MR B and transmit packets through

h 2 . Thus these two STAs can hardly be discovered by MR A . 

Under the standard Wi-Fi protocol, an STA can scan all channels

o find the best MR to associate with during its handoff. Requesting

ll STAs to scan different channels actively and send messages to

ach MR within the coverage would consume a lot of bandwidth. 

Alternatively, to get the statistics on the coverage condition, an

R can periodically poll the channels of the close-by MRs, and an

TA receiving the polling with a good signal strength can return

ts ID. An MR could suspend its communications with the associ-

ted STAs using a NAV window. To avoid the communication sus-

ension, the MR can use another radio to send the polling message

nd wait for the responses of the STAs. Although STAs may respond

irectly to the query of an MR, this again, could potentially lead to

igher overhead and consume lots of bandwidth. 

Instead, we propose a light-weight Bloom-filter-based polling

or MR to discover the STAs associated with other MRs, as shown

n Algorithm 1 . To solve the coverage discovery problem as shown

n Fig. 5 , when MR A wants to collect the information on STAs

hich are covered by MR but associated with MR , it will send
A B 
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Fig. 6. Bloom filter based polling for STA discovery. 

Algorithm 1 Bloom filter based polling algorithm. 

Input: MR A and its neighboring MRs. 

Output: SBF A which represents all the STAs covered by MR A . 

Part 1: Represent the STAs associated with MR A 
1: for each ST A i associated with MR A do 

2: The k hash functions are applied to ST A i 
′ s ID (i ) to compute the correspond- 

ing k locations of the SBF A , and the corresponding k bits are all set to 1.That 

is, for 1 ≤ y ≤ k , let SBF A [ h y (ID (i ))] = 1 . 

3: end for 

Part 2:Represent the STAs associated with other neighboring MRs 

4: for each MR j in the neighborhood of MR A , and its working channel is ch ( j) do 

5: MR A sends out a pol l (ch ( j)) message and a schedule with m time slots for 

response 

6: An STA receiving the poll locally hashes its ID by using the k hash functions, 

and broadcasts a simple signal tone during the time slot l hashed by its ID. 

7: MR A sets the bit of SBF ch ( j) [ l] to 1 if it receives the tone signal in time slot l. 

8: end for 

Part 3: Merge Bloom filters 

9: SB F A = SB F A ∪ 
⋃ 

ch ( j) of all neighbor M R j 

SB F ch ( j) 
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a  
ut a query message on the working channel Ch 2 of the neighbor

R B to learn the number of STAs, as shown in Fig. 6 (a). 

The channels of neighboring MRs are generally orthogonal to

void interference. If the channel can change over time, the change

t an MR will be announced to its neighbors. The polling can be

one when there is a need to look for the path and there is a time

uration from the last update of the STA knowledge. It will not be

erformed frequently. This needs a small protocol support at the

AC layer along with the association part for users to respond. To

void interfering with existing transmissions, a request can be first

ent to the neighboring MR, which will reserve a time duration

sing NAV window for the querying MR. 

Along the polling message, the MR A also sends out a schedule

ith m slots for responses where m is the length of the Bloom

lter, and initializes the Bloom filter SBF Ch 2 
to zero. To apply the

loom filter to represent an STA set in the coverage of an MR, we

et STAs to fill the Bloom filter intelligently through the analog tone

ransmission in successive m time slots. The STA transmissions in

 sequence of slots can be similar done by a TDMA kind of proce-

ure in general. An STA receiving the query selects the time slots

or responding based on the hash results of its ID, as shown in

ig. 6 (b) in the paper. The STA will broadcast a simple tone signal

uring the time slot l if one of the hash values h p [ ID ](1 ≤ p ≤ k ) is

. MR A sets the bit of SBF Ch 2 
to one if it receives the tone signal in

 corresponding slot. The slot level synchronization has been con-

idered in current 802.11. The query messages will further facilitate

ifferent STAs to coordinate in sending responses in different slots.

he implementation of polling and response is simple. Compared

o complete message feedbacks from each covered STA, the simple

eacons have much lower signaling overhead. 
A Bloom filter is a bit string often utilized to represent a data

et. The length of bloom filter, m , is usually determined by the

umber of elements in the data set to control the probability of bit

etting as a result of the hashing operation. From literature studies,

 Bloom filter can best represent a data set when the probability

f bit setting is 0.5. To apply the Bloom filter to represent an STA

et in the coverage of an MR, we can first estimate the size of STA

et based on the past traffic and then determine the m accordingly.

The complete procedure for an MR A to discover its covered STA

et can be described in Algorithm 1 . The MR A first takes a Bloom

lter string SBF A to represent the STAs associated with it. It then

olls the other MRs’ working channels one by one exploiting use

f the light-weight Bloom filter. During the query process, the STAs

ocated in its coverage area but associated with other MRs can be

iscovered and the STAs working on the channel ch ( j ) are repre-

ented by SBF ch ( j ) . 

From [42] , we know that the union of two sets can be directly

epresented by employing the OR operation on the Bloom filter

trings that respectively represent the two sets. Therefore, MR A can

erge SBF A with all the other SBF ch ( j ) through the ”OR” operation

o form the SBF A to represent all STAs in its coverage area. 

From Fig. 6 , the MR will spend a time period of 1 / 2 RT T + mT slot 

o discover the number of STAs associated with a neighboring MR.

o obtain the coverage information in a dynamic wireless environ-

ent, MR can execute the light-weight Bloom-filter-based polling

lgorithm periodically. Because the algorithm is designed based on

loom filter, the time and message overheads of our coverage dis-

overy procedure are very low, which makes it light weight and

asy to implement over the off-the-shelf WiFi products, following

he signal diagram in Fig. 6 . 

To calculate the ContactW eight a −b of link a −b based on Eq. (2) ,

fter an MR obtains SBF a and SBF b corresponding to MR a and MR b ,

t needs to find the sizes of the STA set of MR a , MR b , and their

nion set, which are denoted as n a , n b , and n a ∪ b respectively. In

he next subsection, we propose a probabilistic algorithm to esti-

ate the size of STA set based on the bit strings of Bloom filter

xchanged among MRs. 

.1.2. Bloom filter based probabilistic algorithm 

From Algorithm 1 , SBF represents STA sets by utilizing k hash

unctions to set the k bits of SBF to 1. Even though some STAs may

hare the same bits, the number of bits set to 1 in the Bloom filter

ith the increase of the number of STAs. Therefore, we propose

 probabilistic algorithm to estimate the size of STA set as shown

n Theorem 1 by utilizing the occupancy information of the Bloom

lter. 

heorem 1. Suppose SBF S 1 represent the STA set S 1 of MR 1 using

 Bloom filter of length m and k hash functions, and the number
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(  

q  

t  
of bits set to 1 in the SBF S 1 is s. Then the number of STAs in S 1 is

n = log 
(
1 − s 

m 

)
/ 
(
k × log 

(
1 − 1 

m 

))
. 

Proof. We assume that there are totally n STAs in S 1 . After be-

ing hashed into the SBF S 1 , the probability that a specific bit is still

0 is p(n ) = 

(
1 − 1 

m 

)kn ≈ e −kn/m . The probability that a specific bit

is set to 1 can be expressed as 1 − p. After representing n STAs,

the total expected number of bits set to 1 is ˆ S ( n ) = ( 1 − p ) × m =(
1 − ( 1 − 1 /m ) kn 

)
× m . And we further have 

ˆ S ( n ) = ( 1 − p ) × m = 

(
1 − ( 1 − 1 /m ) 

kn 
)

× m 

⇒ 1 − ( 1 − 1 /m ) 
kn = 

ˆ S ( n ) /m 

⇒ n = log 
(
1 − ˆ S ( n ) /m 

)
/ ( k log ( ( 1 − 1 /m ) ) ) 

(3)

Let s = 

ˆ S ( n ) , the proof completes. �

Thus, to calculate the degree of coverage overlapping of a pair

of MRs as shown in Eq. (2) , we first employ the OR operation on

the Bloom filters to estimate the cardinality of the set union. Then,

we can use the estimated set sizes of | S 1 |, | S 2 |, and | S 1 ∪ S 2 | to ob-

tain the degree of coverage overlapping of | S 1 | + | S 2 | −| S 1 ∪ S 2 | | S 1 | + | S 2 | , where

| S 1 | + | S 2 | − | S 1 ∪ S 2 | = | S 1 ∩ S 2 | . 
The cost on calculating the degree of coverage overlapping is

low. Given a Bloom filter, to estimate the size of STA set repre-

sented by the Bloom filter, the cost for counting the number of ”1”

in a Bloom filter of length m is O ( m ). Also, our proposed proba-

bilistic estimation is performed based on simple binary operations

of Bloom filter strings, which can be easily implemented on well-

designed hardware at the low complexity. 

Following we will analyze the accuracy of our proposed prob-

abilistic estimation algorithm. The error margins can be calculated

for given intervals of set sizes following Theorem 3 . 

Theorem 2. Suppose SBF S 1 represent the STA set of MR 1 , which is

denoted as S 1 and includes n STAs. SBF S 1 is a Bloom-filter of length

m, which is formed with k hash functions. After representing n STAs,

the expected number of bits that are set to 1 in SBF S 1 is denoted

by ˆ S ( n ) . Then the probability for the number of ”1” bits to be more

than ( 1 + δ) ̂  S ( n ) is p 
(
T otalBit > ( 1 + δ) ̂  S ( n ) 

)
≤ e − ˆ S ( n ) δ2 / 3 , (0 < δ <

1) . The probability of number of bits which are set to 1 to be less than

( 1 − δ) ̂  S ( n ) is p 
(
T otalBit < ( 1 − δ) ̂  S ( n ) 

)
≤ e − ˆ S ( n ) δ2 / 2 , (0 < δ < 1) . 

Proof. We assume that n STAs are hashed into the SBF. The proba-

bility that t bits are set to 1 is a binomial random variable, and can

be expressed as p ( T otalBit = t| n ) = C t m 

(
( 1 − p ( n ) ) t p ( n ) m −t 

)
. Using

Chernoff bound [43] , we can obtain the upper bound and lower

bound of the probabilities, that is, p 
(
T otalBit > ( 1 + δ) ̂  S ( n ) 

)
≤

e − ˆ S ( n ) δ2 / 3 , 0 < δ < 1 and p 
(
T otalBit < ( 1 − δ) ̂  S ( n ) 

)
≤ e − ˆ S ( n ) δ2 / 2 , 0 <

δ < 1 . The proof completes. �

Theorem 3. Suppose a Bloom filter SBF S 1 represent STA set S 1 of MR 1 
with the filter length m and k hash functions, and the number of bits

set to 1 is s. For any n l and n u , the number of STAs hashed into

SBF S 1 is denoted by n and lies in the range ( n l , n u ) with a proba-

bility of at least 1 − e − ˆ S ( n u ) δ2 
u / 2 − e − ˆ S ( n l ) δ2 

l 
/ 3 

, where ( 1 + δl ) ̂  S ( n l ) < s

and ( 1 − δu ) ̂  S ( n u ) > s . 

Proof. We prove the theorem in the following two steps. If

the number of STAs n ≤ n l , then we have p ( T otalBit ≥ s | n ) ≤
p ( T otalBit ≥ s | n l ) = 

∑ m 

t= s 
(
C t m 

(
( 1 − p ( n ) ) t p ( n ) m −t 

))
, which shows

that the probability of p ( TotalBit ≥ s | n ) decreases when s in-

creases. We choose n l and δl which make ( 1 + δl ) ̂  S ( n l ) <

s . Following Theorem 2 , we obtain p ( T otalBit ≥ s | n l ) <
p 
(
T otalBit > ( 1 + δl ) ̂  S ( n l ) | n l 

)
≤ e − ˆ S ( n l ) δ2 

l 
/ 3 . Therefore, we can

obtain p ( T otalBit ≥ s | n ) < e − ˆ S ( n l ) δ2 
l 
/ 3 . 
If n ≥ n u , we can obtain p ( T otalBit ≤ s | n ) ≤ p ( T otalBit ≤ s | n u ) =
 − ∑ m 

t= s 
(
C t m 

(
( 1 − p ( n ) ) t p ( n ) m −t 

))
, which shows p ( TotalBit < s | n .)

ncreases as s increases. Similarly to the above proof for ( n ≤
 l ), we choose n u and δu to make ( 1 − δu ) ̂  S ( n u ) > s, and we can

btain that p ( T otalBit ≤ s | n u ) < p 
(
T otalBit < ( 1 − δu ) ̂  S ( n u ) | n u 

)
≤

 

− ˆ S ( n u ) δ2 
u / 2 . 

Therefore, we obtain p ( T otalBit ≤ s | n ) < e − ˆ S ( n u ) δ2 
u / 2 . 

Combining ( n ≤ n l ) and ( n ≥ n u ), we can conclude that the

umber of STAs (denoted by n ) hashed into the SBF S 1 lies in

he range ( n l , n u ) with a probability of at least 1 − e − ˆ S ( n u ) δ2 
u / 2 −

 

− ˆ S ( n l ) δ2 
l 
/ 3 . The proof completes. �

.2. Calculating the average load of an MR 

In a WMN, the load of an MR is not only impacted by the users

t serves, but also the load incurred for it to forward the traffic for

ther MRs in the backhaul network. However, as introduced in the

ystem model in Section 3 , the traffic from MRs is relayed with the

adio of large capacity and range such as WiMAX in the backhaul

etwork. In this work, we focus on the handoff in local area net-

orks, and assume that the backhaul network has enough band-

idth. Therefore, to determine the load impact on the MNs’ rate,

e only consider the traffic transmitted using the local-area net-

ork resources. 

We define the load L a of MR a to be the total load generated by

ll users associated with MR a , expressed as L a = 

∑ 

u ∈ U a (t u ) , where

 a denotes the STA set associated with MR a and t u represents the

ate of the total data transmitted to and from the mobile user u .

o obtain the load L a , an MR can track the total traffic generated

y its associated users. 

User data traffic is often bursty which makes the load on the

Rs dynamic. To better estimate the load of an MR, we take

WMA (exponentially weighted moving average) to calculate the

verage load: 

ˆ 
 a a v g = ( 1 − α) ̂ L a a v g + αL a (4)

here α is the weight in EWMA. 

The average load of an MR will be applied to facilitate the path

nding of a user and balance the network load. Each MR period-

cally calculates and updates the average load by using (4) . If the

oad change of an MR exceeds certain level, the MR will broadcast

he updated load with a small TTL through the backhaul mesh link

o its neighboring nodes. If the load of an MR changes dramatically

nd cannot serve a mobile user at the user’s expected data rate,

he mobile user can inform its current associated MR to initiate an

ew path search to avoid large performance degradation. 

. Path finding algorithm and mobility scheduling 

.1. Path finding problem formulation 

The aim of our work is to facilitate a mobile user to find a mov-

ng path that allows for seamless Internet access while supporting

igher transmission quality. A user may inform his closest MR the

equired data rate according to the desired application quality. MR

ill return a path that satisfies the rate requirement. For example,

 streaming application generally has some rate expectation. On

he other hand, streaming sources normally support graceful rate

daptation which is very useful when the allowable transmission

andwidth changes. 

Instead of meeting the rate requirement of each user, for the

implicity of system implementation, we consider supporting CoS

class of services) mapping between the available data rate and the

uality-level for transmission. Specifically, if an application with

he desired quality level A requires the data rate to be larger than
i 
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 i , this requirement can be mapped to a service class C i , as ex-

ressed in (5) . 

 i → C i → O i , (5) 

here O i is the minimum data rate of the service class C i . Based on

he CoS mapping, an MR can construct a path table with different

aths corresponding to different CoS classes. A mobile user will

elect the path which satisfies the rate requirement according to

pplication’s quality expectation of this user. 

Based on the proposed path finding metrics including the con-

act weight and the handoff count of path, the path finding prob-

em can be formulated as a link-constrained path optimization

roblem, expressed as 

inimize handoff count (path (s, d) C i , path (s, d) C i ∈ P (s, d)) 
s.t. Contact W eight (link (x, z) C i ) > w th i 

∀ x, z 

link (x, z) C i ∈ path (s, d) C i 

(6) 

here s and d denote the beginning MR and end MR that cover

he starting point and destination point of the mobile user, P ( s, d )

s the set of available Wi-Fi covered paths. path (s, d) C i is a path

rom s to d belonging to the class C i . w th i 
is the minimum contact

eight requirement of class C i . w th i 
can be determined based on

 i corresponding to the class C i . In practice, we can use statistics

esults from experiments as a reference to determine the required

ontact weight for a given data rate requirement. In Section 7 , we

ill show a way to utilize cumulative distribution function (CDF)

s the statistic tool to obtain the relationship of the value of con-

act weight and data rate, based on which, the w th is set according

o the user’s requirement. 

The handoff count on a path depends on the number of links

n the path. Thus, the path finding problem is to find a path with

he minimum number of links with each link satisfying the user’s

ate requirement. Therefore, the path found may not be long and

he mobile user may prefer to move on. 

.2. Problem transformation 

The link constraint Contact W eight (link (x, z) C i ) > w th i 
consider-

bly complicates the problem in (6) , which makes it difficult to di-

ectly solve the problem. To simplify the problem and look for the

olution, we update the link cost of link (x, z) C i according to differ-

nt class’s rate requirement as follows: 

inkcost 
(
link ( x, z ) 

C i 
)

= 

{
1 Contact W eight 

(
link ( x, z ) 

C i 
)

≥ w t h i 

+ ∞ otherwise 

(7) 

here the cost Linkcost 
(
link ( x, z ) C i 

)
between two MRs x and z is

et to 1 if the link’s contact weight is not less than the contact

eight threshold w th i 
; otherwise, it is set to + ∞ . By updating the

ink cost in (7) , the problem in (6) can be translated to the one of

nding a path with the minimum accumulated cost of all links as

Minimize path cos t(path (s, d) C i , path (s, d) C i ∈ P (s, d)) 

s.t . path cos t ( s, d ) 
C i = 

∑ 

link ( x,z ) 
C i ∈ path ( s,d ) 

C i 

Linkcost 
(
link ( x, z ) 

C i 
)

(8) 

.3. Multi-service-class path finding algorithm 

To find a well Wi-Fi covered path to provide user with seamless

nd high performance communications and Internet access, the

ath finding algorithm should meet the following requirements:

1) To flexibly support requirements from different mobile users,
he path finding algorithm should be able to find multiple well

overed Wi-Fi paths for multiple service classes. (2) In a wireless

etwork, sometimes it may not be possible to guarantee a rate ab-

olutely. A user may choose to accept the highest available rate

hen his desired rate cannot be ensured. The path finding algo-

ithm should find an alternate path for the user to seamlessly ac-

ess the Internet at a lower quality level. 

According to the requirements, we propose a Multi-Service-

lass Path Finding algorithm (MSCPF) to support diverse quality

equirements from mobile users, as shown in Algorithm 2 . MSCPF

an be distributively executed and includes two parts as follows. 

lgorithm 2 Multi-service-class path finding algorithm (MSCPF). 

art one: QoS Path construction 

1. Link cost calculation :Each MR x (x ∈ 1 , ..., N ) calculates the degree of coverage

overlapping o xz of its outgoing link (x, z) by using (2) and the average load on

the MR x (denoted as ˆ L x )by using (4) where z ∈ N(x ) and N(x ) denotes the set

of neighboring nodes of MR x . After MR x obtains ˆ L x , it exchanges the load infor-

mation with its neighboring nodes. The cost of the (x, z)-th link is calculated

as Contact Weight (link (x, z) ) = 

o xz 

1+ max { ̂ L x , ̂ L z } by using (1). 

2. Update the link cost : Let l ink cos t(l ink (x, z) C i ) denote the updated cost of link

(x, z) for class C i , and w th i 
be the contact weight threshold of this class. After

we have Contact Weight (link (x, z) C i ) , the updated cost link cos t(link (x, z) C i ) can

be obtained according to (7). 

3. CoS Path calculation : Apply distributed Bellman-Ford algorithm to build the

path table with different paths corresponding to different classes based on

the updated link costs. Each MR k (k ∈ 1 , ..., N ) executes the iteration P C i 
k 

=
min j∈ N(k ) (link cos t(link (k, j) C i ) + P C i 

j 
) , where N(k ) denotes the set of neigh-

boring nodes of MR k , P C i 
j 

represents the latest estimate of the minimum

accumulated cost of the C i -class-path from MR j to the destination, and

l ink cos t(l ink (k, j) C i ) is the updated cost from MR k to MR j calculated in Step

2. 

art two: Path selection 

1. CoS class identification: The closest MR determines the class C i according to

the quality requirement of the user. 

2. Path finding: MR looks for the path table and checks if there exist one path

for this class C i . If yes, return this path; otherwise go to Step 3. 

3. Update the CoS class: If C i is the lowest level class supported, return ”No path”;

otherwise C i = C i −1 and go to Step 2. 

In part one, an MR constructs its path table for different service

lasses. Firstly, each MR calculates the cost of its outgoing coverage

inks by using (1) . Secondly, MR updates the link cost according

o different class’s rate requirement in (7) . Finally, the distributed

ellman-Ford shortest path algorithm [44] is implemented at each

R using these newly updated costs. Each MR k ( k ∈ 1, ..., N ) up-

ates its cost towards the destination as 

 

C i 
k 

= min 

j∈ N ( k ) 

(
l ink cos t(l ink (k, j) C i ) + P C i 

j 

)
(9) 

here P 
C i 
k 

denotes the cost from node k to the destina-

ion, N ( k ) denotes the set of neighboring nodes of MR k , and

 ink cos t(l ink (k, j) C i ) denotes the updated cost between node k

nd node j calculated in Step 3. 

In part two, the mobile user informs its closest MR the required

uality level, and the MR will determine the class C i accordingly. If

SCPF algorithm cannot find a path that meets the user’s required

uality, to make the path finding process more robust, MSCPF can

rovide the user an alternate path corresponding to a lower class

f service at a lower expected rate. 

The worst-case computational complexity of calculating the

osts at each node in path calculation step is O ( N 

2 ) since it re-

uires two nested loops, and each has a maximum length of N − 1

o calculate all the nodes. 
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6.4. Mobility and connection scheduling strategies 

When a user needs to move from a starting point to a destina-

tion point, the user first informs the MR closest about his quality

requirement. After running the MSCPF algorithm, the MR informs

the user the path found based on which the mobility of the user

and the connection with the network can be pre-scheduled. After

selecting the Wi-Fi covered path for a mobile user, the moving di-

rection of the user is scheduled according to the direction of the

sequence of links on the path. 

To achieve a small handoff delay and packet loss, we concur-

rently consider L 2 and L 3 handoffs with the support of a well-

scheduled handoff strategy. In our design, with the knowledge of

the links thus each next MR in advance, the connection schedule

for each link can be implemented in a simple way. When moving

from MR A to MR B , an STA only needs to check the signal strength

of the channel of MR B when the signal received from the MR A 
is not good, and the handoff is triggered and the association is

changed from MR A to MR B when the signal strength from MR B 
is higher than a threshold. In our mechanism, an STA knows its

next MR, MR B , in advance. It thus only needs to check the work-

ing channel of MR B , which helps to significantly reduce the scan-

ning delay of L 2 . We call such a connection strategy in this paper

a scheduled channel check . 

With our pre-scheduled handoff, the L 2 scanning delay is sig-

nificantly reduced and a handoff is triggered at L 2 when the signal

strength experiences a significant change between two MRs. We

also use the signal strength change to trigger the L 3 handoff. When

the signal strength indicator, which also functions as the L 3 hand-

off trigger, exceeds a certain threshold, the L 2 handoff will be trig-

gered, and consequently an L 3 handoff will be triggered. The cross-

layer design by using L 2 information benefits the overall handoff

performance. 

7. Simulation 

7.1. Simulation setup 

We implement our pre-scheduled handoff scheme by using the

simulator NCTUns [45] . Our channel follows the Rayleigh fading

model. The maximum transmission range of the access radio and

the backhaul radio of each MR are set to 250 m and 500 m re-

spectively. The access radios of the close-by MRs are tuned to or-

thogonal channels. All the MRs connect to a gateway through wire-

less backhaul links, and the gateway connects to an external server

through a wired connection. As described in the system model in

Section 3 , in urban WMNs, we can use the radio with large ca-

pacity and range such as WiMAX to form the backhaul network.

We assume that the backhaul network between an MR and the

gateway and the wired link between the gateway and the exter-

nal server can always provide enough bandwidth for all the traffic,

whereas the wireless access network is the bottleneck in terms of

the data rate. A mobile node (MN) receives packets only from the

MR it is associated with. The received data rate is used as a perfor-

mance metric to evaluate different handoff schemes and measured

at the MN. In all simulations, we use UDP traffic instead of the

TCP traffic to decouple the transmission behavior from the effect

of congestion control. To evaluate the impact of various factors on

the rate of an MN, we let the server transmit data at the maxi-

mum transmission rate allowed by the current wireless medium.

To achieve this, we set the traffic mode of the server to be ”ttcp”

in NCTUns. Under this mode, the external server can transmit UDP

packets to the MN as fast as it can. For all the other STAs asso-

ciated with MRs, however, we configure their traffic mode to be

”stg” instead of ”ttcp”. The stg mode would ensure the external

server to transmit UDP packets to an STA at a constant transmis-
ion rate, which would allow us to better control the background

raffic load. To vary the total traffic load of an MR, we change the

acket length thus the data rate from the server to each STA. The

imulation includes two parts. 

Part 1: Data collecting and training. In this part, we exam-

ne how the degree of coverage overlapping, the load of MRs, and

andoff strategy impact the received rate of MN in a linear net-

ork. We vary network conditions to get different contact weights,

nd obtain simulation results of different data rates under vari-

us contact weights. Then, according to the probability theory and

tatistics, we build the benchmark which describes the relationship

f data rate and the value of contact weight. 

Part 2: Guiding user movement with the training data. We

erform simulations with MRs randomly deployed in an area of

0 0 0 m × 40 0 0 m. We use the benchmark built in the first part

s the base to guide the mobile user movement in the network to

btain its desired rate. 

.2. Simulation results (part 1) 

In this part, we carry out the simulations in a linear network

o obtain a large number of simulation results to train the bench-

ark. In the linear network, some MRs are deployed along a line of

0 0 0 m with the same distance between MRs, and these MRs con-

ect with the gateway over one or a few hops. In the linear net-

ork, the STAs are uniformly distributed in the network. By chang-

ng the location of MRs and the STA density, we can change the

alue of the degree of coverage overlapping of each pair of neigh-

oring MRs and the total load generated by STAs, and thus change

he value of weight contact. 

.2.1. Impact of coverage overlapping 

We change the location of MRs in the linear network while

eeping the load of MR (by fixing the number of STAs associated

ith the MR and also fixing the load generated by each STA) to

e the same to investigate how the degree of coverage overlap-

ing affects the mobile user’s received rate. Fig. 7 shows the re-

eived rate at the mobile user under our pre-scheduled handoff

cheme with different degree of coverage overlapping whose val-

es increase from Fig. 7 (a) to (f). As this simulation is done in a

inear network of 20 0 0 m, the maximum distance from the start-

ng point of the x-axis is 20 0 0 m. Note the y-axis ranges in dif-

erent Fig. (7 (a))–((f)) are different. For example, when the degree

quals to 0.094 in Fig. 7 (a), the data rate is within [0, 750], while

n Fig. 7 (f), the data rate is within [620, 750]. It is clearly shown

hat the mobile user moving along the path with a larger overlap-

ing degree obtains a larger minimum received rate. In Fig. 7 , we

bserve that the received rate changes periodically and degrades in

he middle of the path between two MRs. This is mainly because

he strength of the received signal becomes weak when the mobile

ser is in the central area of the link and thus farther away from

he MRs. Also, the received rate reduces as a result of the handoff.

.2.2. Impact of MR’s load 

To investigate how MR’s load affects the received rate, we vary

he MR load by changing the data rate of the STAs associated with

he MR while keeping the coverage overlapping at the same de-

ree. We have evaluated the performance by varying MR’s load un-

er different degree of coverage overlapping, and due to the page

imit, we only show results for degree d = 0 . 252 in Fig. 8 . All STAs

ssociating with the same MR share and compete to access the

ireless media. The actual rate of an individual mobile user de-

ends on how the wireless channel capacity is allocated [46] . From

ig. 8 , we can see the higher the MR’s average load is (average rate

easured at MR before MN’s association in Fig. 8 ), the lower the

eceived rate the mobile node can obtain. 
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 7. Received rate at MN with different degree of coverage overlapping. 

Fig. 8. Received rate at MN with different MR load. 
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Fig. 9. Received rate at MN under different handoff strategy. 
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.2.3. Impact of handoff strategy 

To further investigate how the handoff strategy impacts the re-

eived rate, we simulate five handoff scheduling schemes with dif-

erent handoff strategies. The first scheme is our pre-scheduled

cheme, and the second scheme has the handoff triggered in the

iddle of each coverage link with the handoff procedure following

he standard Wi-Fi protocol. The third scheme has its connection

rocedure follow the standard Wi-Fi protocol, that is, both handoff

riggering and handoff procedures (including the channel scanning

nd access point association) follow the standard Wi-Fi protocol.

he fourth scheme is based on neighbor graph in [4,5] , where an

N only scans the working channels of its neighbor APs based on

he history record. The fifth scheme follows the concept in [24] in

hich the next AP for the mobile user is predicted and handoff

an be prepared in advance. From Fig. 9 , there is only a slight rate

egradation in our pre-scheduled scheme, while there is a large

ate degradation in other three handoff schemes due to more fre-

uent handoffs or higher handoff delay. It is well known that the

canning delay is much larger than the association delay [6] . The

eceived rates of the second and third schemes even reach 0 some-

imes as a result of the long scanning delay. Compared to the sec-
nd and third scheme, in the fourth and the fifth scheme, neigh-

or graph and prediction technique can be utilized for reducing the

canning delay and thus to improve the received rate. 

A Wi-Fi covered path consists of multiple coverage links. In the

urrent method, STA moves along a path without the knowledge

f the WiFi coverage conditions, and the handoff is triggered when

he signal strength is below a threshold. In our scheme, the path

election also takes into account the WiFi coverage conditions.

hus an STA can move along the links with better data rate and

he next MR (say MR B ) to move to is known in advance. When the

ignal from MR B is higher than a threshold, the STA is controlled

o perform handoff and change its association to MR B . Therefore,

obile users can achieve higher transmission data rate. The simu-

ation results confirm that the connection strategy proposed in our

re-scheduled handoff scheme can effectively reduce the scanning

elay and improve the network performance during handoff. 

.2.4. Statistic method to set w th 

Based on numerous simulation results, we apply some statistics

echniques to find the relationship between the value of contact

eight and the received data rate. Contact weight is a link metric

efined in Eq. (1) , which is calculated based on the value of the

egree of coverage overlapping among MRs and the traffic load of
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Fig. 10. CDF of received rate at MN with different contact weight. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11. CDF of received rate at MN under different scheduling schemes. 
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MRs. As a mobile user may receive different rates according to his

location, it makes the mapping from the contact weight to the re-

ceived rate difficult. From the probability theory and statistics, the

cumulative distribution function (CDF) describes the probability for

a real-valued random variable X to have a value less than or equal

to x , and F ( x ) = p ( X ≤ x ) . Therefore, to better reflect the relation-

ship between the value of contact weight and the data rate, we use

CDF as the statistic tool to capture the simulation results. 

Fig. 10 shows the CDF results of the received rate under differ-

ent contact weights. As there are many ContactWeight values, to

illustrate our method, we take 7 ContactWeight values a = 0 . 0 0 02 ,

b = 0 . 0 0 03 , c = 0 . 0 0 04 , d = 0 . 0 0 05 , e = 0 . 0 0 06 , f = 0 . 0 0 07 , g =
0 . 0 0 08 as examples to show the relationship. For example, if a

user’s requirement is that the received rate should be larger than

250 KB/s, the w th should be set to the contact weight = d ; If a

user’s rate requirement is that the received rate should be larger

than 400 KB/s with the probability larger than 0.8, the w th should

be set to the contact weight = b . 

7.3. Simulation results (part 2) 

7.3.1. Performance comparison 

As the literature routing algorithms and routing metrics are de-

signed for finding a packet transmission route not a physical road

path that a human user could walk along, there is no base for us

to compare with these schemes. 

In the following, five different scheduling schemes are simu-

lated for performance comparison in the random network. The

mobile users are scheduled to move along different paths under

different scheduling schemes. Different mobility and connection

scheduling strategies are used in the schemes. 

The first is our Pre-scheduled scheme with a QoS enforcement,

denoted as ”Pre-scheduled path1”. It runs as follows. Assuming a

mobile user requires the class C i wireless service with the required

rate larger than 350 KB/s, according to Fig. 10 , the w th i 
is set to the

contact weight = e for this class. Then, the optimal path of class C i 
(denoted as path 1) is selected for the mobile user, and both the

mobility and connection are scheduled on the path. 

The second is a mobility scheduling scheme on the path 1,

denoted as ”M-scheduled path1”, in which only the mobility is

scheduled, while the connection procedure follows the standard

Wi-Fi protocol. 

The third is the pre-scheduled scheme with the minimum

handoff frequency but without considering the QoS requirement,

denoted as ”M-C-scheduled path2”, in which the path with the

minimum handoff count is selected (path 2), and both the mobility

and connection are scheduled for the mobile user on the path. 
The fourth is the mobility scheduling scheme on the path 2,

enoted as ”M-scheduled path2”, in which only the mobility is

cheduled on the path. 

The final one is the mobility scheduling scheme with the min-

mum length of path, denoted as ”M-scheduled path3”, in which

he path with the minimum physical distance is selected (path 3),

nd only the mobility is scheduled on the path. 

The CDF curves of the received rates at MN under different

cheduling schemes are shown in Fig. 11 . More statistical results,

ncluding the mean received rate, the standard deviation of the re-

eived rate, and the minimum and maximum received rate, hand-

ff count, packet loss ratio (the ratio of the number of lost packets

o the total number of packets transmitted), None-WiFi length ra-

io (the ratio of the length of path segment without WiFi covered

o the length of the whole path)are listed in Table 1 . 

Our pre-scheduled handoff scheme provides the largest mean

eceived rate with the minimum standard deviation, which proves

ur scheme can achieve a high performance and a high stability,

nd outperforms other schemes. The minimum received rate un-

er our pre-scheduled scheme is 375.41 KB/s, and satisfies the

equired rate 350 KB/s. Because the contact weights of different

inks in the path are different, the CDF of the received rate in

ig. 11 is different from the CDF of the received rate of Contact

eight = e in Fig. 10 . 

The continuous Internet access can be obtained in M-C-

cheduled path2 with the minimum received rate of 23.54 KB/s.

ecause this scheme assumes the optimal scheduling strategies for

obility and connection and selects the path 2 based on the cov-

rage connection considered in this paper, the intermittent Wi-Fi

overage is avoided. However, there is no minimum rate guaran-

ee. The minimum received rate in M-C-scheduled path 2 is only

bout 6% of the minimum received rate in Pre-scheduled path 1. 

Although a mobile user moves on a fully Wi-Fi covered path,

he mobile user cannot obtain the continuous Seamless Internet

ccess in M-scheduled path1 and M-scheduled path2. Similar to

he results of the linear network in Fig. 9 , as the connection proce-

ure is not optimized in these two schemes, a large handoff delay

eads to the outage of transmission and thus the packet loss. 

In Pre-scheduled path1 and M-C-scheduled path2, the connec-

ion is well scheduled to significantly reduce the scanning de-

ay, so there is no packet loss in these two schemes. Although

-scheduled path3, M-scheduled path1, and M-scheduled path2

dopt the same connection procedure, the packet loss ratio in M-

cheduled path3 is the largest, as it simply takes the shortest path

ithout any Wi-Fi covered guarantee. When mobile users move

o the coverage boundary of MRs, the weak signal leads to higher

ommunication outage rate and thus large packet loss ratio. 
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Table 1 

Performance comparison. 

Scheduling scheme Mean Rate Standard Deviation Minimum Rate Maximum Rate Handoff Count Packet Loss Ratio None-WiFi Length Ratio 

Pre-scheduled path1 686 .49439 45 .36459 375 .41 765 .05 9 0 0 

M-scheduled path1 400 .22941 233 .16399 0 753 .28 8 1% 0 

M-C-scheduled path2 590 .1108 175 .32165 23 .54 765 .05 7 0 0 

M-scheduled path2 496 .26707 237 .97418 0 765 .05 7 1% 0 

M-scheduled path3 452 .25122 267 .04595 0 765 .05 12 3% 30% 

Fig. 12. Performance comparison with different STA distribution. 
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Among all the five schemes, M-C-scheduled path2 and M-

cheduled path2 have the lowest handoff count as path2 is cho-

en with the minimum handoff frequency. However, path2 is cho-

en without considering the QoS requirement. Although in M-C-

cheduled path2 a user moves along the path with the minimum

andoff count, its received rate is much worse than that under Pre-

cheduled path1. 

.3.2. Performance comparison with different STA distribution 

To study the performance of a network with non-uniform STA

istribution, Fig. 12 shows the performance result under two non-

niform STA distribution scenarios. We observe that, although our

roposed contact weight definition may either overestimate or un-

erestimate the coverage overlap of two neighboring MRs, the

inimum received rate achieved under our scheme is still much

etter than that achieved under M-scheduled path3 in which the

obile user moves along the shortest path. These results prove the

ffectiveness of our scheme in finding a good WiFi covered path. 

In summary, all the results show that our pre-scheduled hand-

ff scheme can provide appealing high data rates with the mini- 

um handoff delay for mobile users. 

. Algorithm overhead 

To enable the proposed routing scheme, it is important to ob-

ain the metric ContactWeight. We analyze the message cost to ob-

ain the necessary parameters and the cost for calculating the met-

ic. 

The Bloom filter vector that represents the STA set covered by

Rs needs to be exchanged among MRs. As discussed earlier, one

ajor reason for us to choose the Bloom filter is that it is a suc-

inct data structure and is widely applied in the distributed system

o enable low-cost message exchanges. 

Given SBF 1 and SBF 2 which represent the two STA sets covered

y MR 1 and MR 2 respectively, to calculate the degree of coverage

verlapping of a pair of MRs as shown in Eq. (2) , we first make use

f the union property of Bloom filter in Theorem 1 to estimate the

ardinality of the set union using the Theorem 2. We then find the
egree of coverage overlapping based on the estimated set sizes of

 1 , S 2 , S 1 ∪ S 2 , and S 1 ∩ S 2 . 

The cost on calculating the degree of coverage overlapping is

ow. Given a Bloom filter, to estimate the size of STA set repre-

ented by the Bloom filter, the cost for counting the number of “1”

n a Bloom filter of length m is O ( m ). Also, our proposed proba-

ilistic estimation is performed based on simple binary operations

f Bloom filter strings, which can be easily implemented on well-

esigned hardware at the low complexity. 

The load of an MR can be estimated based on the total traffic of

ts associated users, which can be easily obtained from the existing

02.11 MR products. After each MR estimates its load information,

he information will be exchanged among its neighboring MRs to

acilitate the calculation of the ContactWeight of a link. The mes-

age exchange cost is low. 

For the message cost in path finding procedure, by defining the

ink cost in (7) , the original path finding problem in (6) is trans-

ormed into the problem in (8) to look for a path with the min-

mum accumulated cost of all links. To solve problem, only the

nformation of link cost (defined in (7) ) needs to be exchanged

mong nodes to calculate the path table. The communication cost

s not high. Moreover, although the handoff count is considered in

he path finding, this can be automatically taken care when mini-

izing the path cost (8) without incurring extra cost. 

Therefore, our pre-handoff scheme introduces simple calcula- 

ion to measure the proposed metric. The communcation cost and

alculation cost introduced by our pre-handoff scheme is low. 

. Conclusion 

In this paper, we study a novel service-aware and seamless In-

ernet access problem, and propose a fully distributed and pre-

cheduled handoff scheme to solve the problem. In our scheme,

obility and connection are well scheduled for the mobile users

o continuously access Internet with his expected data rate. Sev-

ral novel techniques are proposed. First, we propose two novel

ath finding metrics ( contact weight and handoff count ) which are

losely related to the quality of data service that a mobile user

ight experience when moving through the network. Second, to

easure the path metric in a practical mesh network with irreg-

lar and dynamic MR coverage, we first propose a light-weight

olling algorithm which exploits Bloom filter to quickly discover

he STAs covered in MR, and then further apply the Bloom fil-

er to estimate the degree of coverage overlapping among MRs.

hird, based on the metrics, to flexibly support performance re-

uirements of mobile users, we propose a fully distributed multi-

ervice-class path finding algorithm. Finally, we propose a cross-

ayer pre-scheduled connection strategy where both L 2 and L 3 
andoffs are pre-scheduled on the path for the mobile users. The

erformance results demonstrate that our pre-scheduled handoff

cheme can effectively support network connectivity and with a

uch higher data rate, as compared with the reference schemes. 

Instead of relying on the current opportunistic handoff

chemes, providing a better-covered path may allow the support

f some advanced wireless applications which have higher require-

ents on network connectivity and transmission quality. For ex-
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ample, a user may hold a wireless terminal to monitor a remote

site. With the support of the pre-scheduled handoff, the user can

obtain a seamless network access and high quality surveillance

video. This application can be used by policeman on the move to

better monitor a public space for security. 

In this paper, we focus on finding a Wi-Fi covered path to pro-

vide the mobile user seamless and high received date rate. To pro-

vide the mobile users with flexible QoS support, in our future

work, we will take account the delay and jitter into path finding

procedure. 
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